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Website: www.keswicknathist.co.uk

1.Membership Renewal for 19-20
There are 3 possible ways of renewing your membership this year:
1. Make a bank transfer to the Society’s account (£15 per person) by contacting

Jean Gilbert at keswickvets@aol.com
or 017687 80417
2. Fill in the Renewal Slip at the end of this newsletter and send a cheque by post.
3. Come to the first meeting (Oct 13th) and pay then, by cash or cheque.
Membership Cards may be collected at indoor meetings.

2.Lecture Programme for 2019– 2020
Indoor meetings are at 7.30pm in Crosthwaite Parish Room
3 October 2019: Alex Dittrich - Insects in Strange Places.
Alex is Programme Leader in Zoology at The University of Cumbria. He is an ecologist and zoologist
with a diverse background in science and education. Before moving to Cumbria University he was a
lecturer at Ruskin University in Cambridge where he completed a PhD in insect ecology.
17 October 2019: Debs Muscat - What difference does wildlife
recording make?
Aged 3 years Deb preferred playing with snails to dolls! This inspired a volunteer life of bird watching,
botany and practical conservation work. Her passion for wildlife led to her gaining a MSc in Biological
Recording in 2010. At this time she joined Tullie House Museum to manage the Cumbria Biodiversity
Data Centre (CBDC). Debs work includes promoting the virtues of Cumbria’s recorders and the wildlife
data they provide.
31 October 2019: Keith Offord - Paradise of the Neotropics.
Keith should need no introduction to members of the society as he has been a fantastic speaker on
several occasions to packed houses. This latest presentation explores the extraordinary array of birds
and other wildlife found in Costa Rica.
14 November 2019: Rob Petley-Jones - Marine Wildlife from the
Sea of Cortez to the Irish Sea.
Rob is a retired National Nature Reserves (NNR), Senior Reserves Manager, Natural England. He has
extensive knowledge and understanding of UK Lepidoptera as well as Marine Conservation. Rob works
in a voluntary capacity for Marine Life, leading marine surveys, providing training courses and
contribution to public engagement. This talk will focus on a wide variety of marine wildlife.
28 November 2019: Paul Nichol - Deadly Delightful or a whole load
of rot?
Paul is the recorder for Fungi in the county and since moving to Cumbria has founded The Cumbria
Fungi Group. He is a trustee of the Fungus Conservation Trust, a body that brings together fungi groups
from across the country. He also undertakes foray workshops and courses on identifying fungi locally at
The Blencathra Centre and at Higham Hall.
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9 January 2020: John Martin - My work with Pine Martens.
John has been involved with Pine Martens in the UK since 2003, mostly in Scotland. His interest in the
species began in the early 1970’s when training in forestry at Newton Rigg College. The Forestry
Commission’s booklet on Pine Martens by H.G. Hurrell was responsible for enthusing John to discover
more about them. It wasn’t until involvement with the Vincent Wildlife Trust as a volunteer in the late
1990’s that he became actively involved in the deployment and checking of den boxes. John now has
his own company specialising in Marten den boxes and their management. He supplied boxes for
Springwatch 2019, where they were seen in action on recent showings.
23 January 2020: Edward Mills - Cumbria Woods and Forests past,
present and future.
Edward is a chartered forester and was Director of the County’s Woodland Initiative, Cumbria
Woodlands, for 19 years. Since 2014 he has been self-employed as a woodland adviser, helping people
manage their woodlands. Edward thinks he has probably been in more woods in Cumbria than anyone
else!
6 February 2020: Frank Mawby - Watchtree a ‘new’ wildlife haven
on the Solway.
Frank began his conservation career as a volunteer with The Conservation Corp (later to become The
British Trust for Volunteers) in 1972. He was lucky enough to be employed by them in 1973 which
required a move to Yorkshire and various venues around the country. In 1986 he moved to Cumbria as
Site Manager of what was to become the North Cumbria NNRF. Frank became involved with Watchtree
after his retirement in 2004. He was the English Nature Rep on the local liaison group when decisions
about the Foot and Mouth Disposal would be made. This led to him becoming a founder Director, along
with six other local people, of Watchtree Nature Reserve Ltd. This will be further explained in the
presentation.
20 February 2020: Barbara Thomson - From Queensland Crocodiles
to Bassenthwaite Birds
Barbara will be making some comparisons between the management of an Australian wetland with what
is happening on our doorstep at Bassenthwaite and Dubwath Silver Meadows. Barbara has been
involved with Silver Meadows from its outset and is currently involved with The Lake District Osprey
Project and Classrooms in the Forest. She has now spread her wings and spends time down under in
Australia as this talk will illustrate.
5 March 2020: AGM

3.Field Outings 2019-2020
The specific date will be on the website two weeks in advance and the membership will be notified by email. Tony Marsh is the contact for all outings. Please get in touch by email at marshlambl@aol.com (or
if you’re not on email tel. 72137 or 07974 909522) with him by two days before the outing so that he can
organize car sharing .We recommend drivers are reimbursed on the basis of 20p per mile divided
between each occupant. Guests are welcome but we regret no dogs.
Late November
Caerlaverock Wetland and Wildlife Trust Reserve
Traditional KNHS outing to see wild Whooper Swans and other wildfowl at close quarters plus woodland
and hedgerow birds, waders and raptors.
End of December-early January Red Hall Farm near Wigton
A repeat of a very successful farm walk around a working dairy farm with multiple features to attract
wildlife, especially birds. This is the optimum time to visit.
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Early June
Strickley Farm near Kendal
Another farm visit, but this time in high summer to an organic dairy farm that has created award winning
wild areas including wildflower hay meadows and pond which hosts damselflies, kingfishers and native
crayfish, the latter in such abundance that they are a major prey of local otters.
Late June
Lowther Estate with Pete Leeson
Following a successful and informative trip with Pete from the Woodland Trust this summer we will be
visiting Lowther where the Trust has worked with the Estate management to establish a combination of
tree and wildflower planting.
Mid July
Eycott Hill Nature Reserve
A flagship Cumbria Wildlife Trust reserve near Mungrisedale with boggy areas and hay meadows.
Late July
Moth trapping Event
An exciting session viewing moths trapped overnight and identified by Peter McQueen, Lepidopterist
extraordinaire. To take place in the garden of Ian and Sandra Wallace, Spooney Green, on the slopes of
Latrigg.
Early September
Bat Walk: Great Wood and Derwent Water
To be undertaken at dusk with the use of bat detectors. Bring a torch.
4.Past Field Trip Reports 2018-19

Dec 18
Martin Mere
The weather was considerably kinder than forecast with bright conditions off & on at Marshside, (a RSPB
reserve just north of Southport). Lots of birds around with huge numbers of Pink-footed Geese feeding
on the salt flats, hard to see at first but the more you looked with binoculars, the more you saw.
Impressively large flocks of Black-tailed Godwits flying around and a total of 8 species of Ducks to be
seen, Mallard, Tufted, Teal, Wigeon, Pintail, Shoveller, Gadwall and Pochard. In terms of passerines, we
found a couple of Reed Buntings and there was the odd Meadow Pipit and a steady stream of Skylarks
flying over the salt marshes.
The weather started to deteriorate at Martin Mere but there were hides to sit in out of the worst of it.
Quite a few Whooper swans, mostly pairs with a couple of juveniles, were present but apparently the
numbers are down from previous years. It is a good place to see duck species close to the front of the
hides plus the odd Black-tailed Godwit and Ruff. (Martin Mere holds a significant proportion of the UK
winter population of Ruff). Good selection of small birds with most of the tits and finches and Tree
Sparrows. We watched a Dabchick feeding on a small canal and a few of the group got to see a Tawny
Owl peering out of an owl box before it popped out of sight. A mammal highlight was an unexpected
Hare trotting along in front of the hides.

Male Pochard

Male Pintail
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Whooper Swans and Mallards

Ruff and a Black-tailed Godwit

Jan 19
Manesty/ South Derwent Water
We hit lucky with the clear blue skies and cold crisp weather on the field trip to Manesty Woods and lake
shore. Initially the only birds seen and heard in the woods were Great Spotted Woodpeckers and Great
Tits but we subsequently had glimpses of a pair of Jays and came across a sizable group of Long-tailed
Tits with at least one Nuthatch and a Goldcrest tagging along. There were reasonable numbers of
Goldeneye with females closer in to the shore than the males, a very distant view of Great Crested
Grebes and the usual Cormorants. Driving to Grange we had seen a number of Tufted Ducks on the
Eastern side of the lake, in front of the Barrow House hostel.
We had excellent views of a female Goosander swimming along with its head under the water looking for
fish and allowing us to see the sharp cut off of the head and neck colour from the white chest.
Mergansers have a much more diffuse border. A mute Swan kindly took up photogenic positions in front
of the view down the Lake.
We went to look at a Nuthatch nest hole which had been discovered by David Woodthorpe last summer
when he watched the Nuthatches partially seal up the entrance with mud.
Not huge numbers of birds to be seen, but an extremely pleasant wander around and we were
serenaded by the drumming of woodpeckers as we returned to our cars.

Female Goosander

Female Goldeneye
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Mute Swan and Skiddaw

Long-tailed Tit

Feb 19
Red Hall Farm, near Wigton
An extremely interesting walk around the Red Hall Farm in perfect weather. Martin Baird, the farmer, is
passionate about wildlife and has undertaken a number of initiatives to encourage it, including not
cutting into the bottom of hedges and allowing them to grow high and wide, producing multiple nesting
sites, sowing seed-bearing plants on 5 acres scattered around the farm in blocks, creating small wetland
areas, refraining from draining some of the wetter fields and planting blocks of woodland, long enough
ago for them now to be approaching maturity.
The cumulative result of all this was a wealth of bird song all around us as we walked through the fields.
Yellowhammers, Reed Buntings and Linnets joining the more common birds in the hedgerows, a group
of ten Skylarks rising off one field as we crossed it, over 20 Snipe flushed from between the rushes in
one particularly wet field and Martin spotted a Jack Snipe, (he was the one walking through the field in
his wellies!) Martin also described a healthy population of Hares on the farm, and some of us spotted
one on this trip.
We saw a large flock of waders flashing white and brown which were strangely far inland; hard to say
what they were. A brief glimpse of a calling Raven, flashes of Great Spotted Woodpecker and a good
amount of frog spawn in one of the ponds, where there was also a Heron and a small flock of Teal. We
briefly spotted an early Peacock Butterfly and there were Bumble Bees around, including one Red-tailed
Bumble Bee.
All is not rosy, Grey Partridges have disappeared over the last few years and deer are far fewer but this
form of farming is very much an island amongst far less enlightened regimes.

Male Yellowhammers
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Late April 19 Ashness Woods
Cool and overcast weather but no rain on this morning excursion. Plenty of Pied Flycatcher pairs in
woods above Surprise View, (on the Watendlath Road), with 3-4 singing Redstarts though we failed
to actually see any. Also, at least 2 Wood Warblers trilling but again, very hard to locate and see. 2 Tree
Pipits seen at lower end of the Watendlath valley, singing and displaying, (flying up and parachuting
down into a tree), and an obliging Grey Wagtail on the beck. Cuckoo and Green Woodpecker heard and
frequent albeit fleeting views of Treecreepers.
My impression was that the woods were quieter given the cooler temperature and, perhaps significantly,
a Wood Ants nest, which last week was crawling with activity had no surface ants showing at all.

.

Woodlark

Pied Flycatcher pair

16th May
South Lakeland Miscellany
Another interesting outing started off in the Cumbria Wildlife Trust Latterbarrow Nature Reserve near
Witherslack. A small reserve with a mix of grassland, woodland and scrub with a surprising variety of
plants. Large swathes of Wild Columbine and Common Rock Rose were especially impressive with a
few Early Purple Orchids, Thyme, Lady's Bedstraw and Speedwell being particularly prominent. There
are a number of small mounds in the grassy areas caused by years of activity in Yellow Meadow Ant
colonies which were particularly attractive to the dry loving plant species. We spotted a few Speckled
Yellow Moths, tearing around but not stopping for inspection, a Speckled Wood, Orange Tips and Greenveined and Large White Butterflies. Large Red Damselflies were numerous, although there doesn't seem
to be any water for them to lay eggs in/on. Birdwise, it was quiet, although there was a Blackcap singing
as we arrived.

Columbines

Rock Rose
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We then drove across the busy A590 to go to another CWT reserve, Meathop Moss, where we were
treated to a Cuckoo flying over us as we drank some coffee by the cars. Meathop Moss is
an internationally rare lowland raised peatbog, and CWT have erected an excellent boardwalk to take
you over a fair section of it. A prime target were the small but brilliantly Green Hairstreaks and we saw
good numbers. Orange Tips, Speckled Woods, Brimstones and Peacock butterflies were present as was
the tiny Common Heath Moth. There is an Osprey's nest about 300 yards from the boardwalk, (a
different one from the more famous one at Foulshaw Moss), and we saw the birds on the nest, sitting in
a nearby tree and at one point having an aerial argy-bargy with a crow. More Large Red Damselflies.
Plant highlights were Bog Rosemary, Cranberry flowers with reflexed petals rather like Dodecatheons of
gardens and round-leaved sundews.

Green Hairstreak Butterfly

Cranberry Flowers

We moved on to Foulshaw Moss itself and were entertained by Four-spotted Chaser dragonflies and a
mating pair of Azure Damselflies. We picked up Tree Sparrow, Redpoll, Siskin on the feeders and a
Green Woodpecker. A fetching beetle that landed on one of our knees was a Black-spotted Longhorn
Beetle. The Osprey's nest is a really long way from even the closest point of the boardwalk but you get
excellent close up views of the nest and its occupants
on www.cumbriawildlifetrust.org.uk/wildlife/cams/osprey-cam.

Black-spotted Longhorn Beetle
We then travelled into Lancashire and to the marshside hides at RSPB Leighton Moss. There were
good numbers of nesting Avocets amongst the more numerous, and extremely noisy Black-headed
Gulls. Some of the Avocets had chicks and we watched one set of three siblings at the edge of an island
right in front of the hide. One of the chicks wandered off away from the other two causing obvious
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anxiety with its parent who cracked and grabbed it, stamped on it and pushed it under the water before
chivvying it back to the others. One parent hunkered down and two chicks settled under its wings so we
could see one bird with three pairs of legs. Moving to the Eric Morecambe hide we got much better views
of a large flock of Black-tailed Godwits, one or two of which were in glorious summer plumage and I just
managed to focus on a Spoonbill found by somebody else in the hide, turned to tell everybody else and
witnessed a massive explosion as all the waders shot into the air and swirled around in flocks. When I
turned back the Spoonbill had disappeared but there was an Osprey flying overhead being escorted
away by gulls. This is what had spooked all the birds.

Avocet sheltering chicks

Black-tailed Godwits, winter and summer plumages

Final visit was to Gait Barrows NNR, which ended in a frustrating time looking for Duke of Burgundy
butterflies which we saw only very briefly and in flight but great views of Brimstones and Orange Tips
feeding on Bluebells and a cooperative female Blackcap made up for it a little. It is a fascinating
environment to go into anyway with areas of limestone pavement mixed with woodland and grassy
spaces. Unfortunately, the Ladies Slipper Orchids held no flower spikes this year.

Brimstone Butterfly

Female Blackcap

27th June 19 Woodland Trust
This field outing was guided by Pete Leeson, Partnership Manager of the Woodland Trust, covering the
whole of Cumbria and some of the surrounding counties. Pete led us from the Gale Road car park, on
Latrigg, to a view over an area of fellside where the Woodland Trust had worked in partnership with the
local farmer to fence off a large area and plant a mixture of deciduous trees. We discussed the benefit
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that trees give to the environment, significantly increasing biodiversity with flowers flourishing which in
turn encourages insects which then feeds a greater variety of birdlife. Birds, animals and insects find
shelter in the tree branches and tree roots increase the permeability under the ground capturing much
more heavy rainwater as well as stabilising loose ground.
Trees are also powerful carbon sequestrators and if the UK is going to achieve its stated aim of is “net
zero” greenhouse gases by 2050 part of the solution will require a huge programme of tree planting and
peat bog restoration alongside all other measures.
Planting in gullies and beck-sides are especially important with trees providing even more benefit by
shading the becks and thus reducing the water temperature to levels conducive to invertebrates and fish
and leaves falling into the water providing food for detritus eaters that are the bottom of a food chain that
ends up with fish and even fish-eating birds such as Herons and Ospreys. Pete talked about this next to
Whit Beck, a particularly “flashy” watercourse, i.e. where heavy rain causes an immediate increase in
water flow and energy, and work is being done here and elsewhere around the county to quantify
whether the presence of trees slows and stabilises the water flow. Although each of these upland becks
is small, in total they massively affect the flow in rivers such as the Greta and Derwent.
Moving further on we stood by a gate into the area of planting and the difference in vegetation within and
without was striking. As the trees are as yet still young and small this is currently due to the exclusion of
sheep by the fencing and much of the advantages and the trees would quickly disappear if sheep gained
access. Interestingly, historic records from farmers markets such as Penrith show large numbers of
cattle, eggs, cheese etc. being sold as well as sheep; the monoculture of sheep grazing on our fells is
something that has only developed over the last century and there are now some Cumbrian farmers
introducing other livestock such as cattle onto the hills with good economic returns as well as ecological
gains. As is typical of much of the Cumbrian Fells there was little wildlife for us to observe in passing,
with a single Chimney Sweeper moth and a handful of Small Heath butterflies providing the only interest
outside the enclosure.
We unanimously agreed that we greatly enjoyed the morning but the knowledge that Pete passed on to
us was the most important thing and we feel enthused to go on a similar walk with Pete in next year’s
season. Keswick Natural History Society meets fortnightly in the Crosthwaite Rooms from early October
through to March and given the Climate Emergency as well as the uncertain future of farming subsidies
and environmental regulations outside of Europe there has never been a more important time to
consider the nature around us.
11th July 19

St Bees Head

We optimistically set out from Keswick and parked up at Tarnfleet Hall Farm above the village of
Sandwith. Whilst walking down the farm lane to the Lighthouse and the cliff tops, we glimpsed a couple
of Juvenile Stonechats and a Whitethroat but unfortunately once on the cliffs the weather set in and we
ended up trying to view the seabird colony in intermittent driving rain. We persevered however, walking
to Fleswick Bay where we were rewarded with blue sky and bright sunshine. Bizarrely there was a dead
full-grown badger on the beach but more pleasant was the sight of a pair of Black Guillemots bobbing on
the sea not far off shore. The attached photo is massively cropped but does show the all black body and
the prominent white oval wing patch. These are part of a handful of the most southerly breeding birds in
the UK. Cormorants passed overhead to their breeding ledges to the south of the bay and a Kestrel
glided across the other way. I had a brief view of a Rock Pipit. The sun brought out some Painted Lady
and Meadow Brown Butterflies and we found a Six-spot Burnet Moth.

Six-spotted Burnet Moth

Black Guillemot
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Returning to the viewpoints overlooking the seabird colony we were impressed by the crowds of
Guillemots crammed onto outward sloping breeding ledges as well as a handful of Razorbill pairs and
moderate numbers of Kittiwakes. Unfortunately, we saw no eggs or chicks. I am not sure what is going
on. We were told last week on the Farnes that as soon as Guillemot chicks leave their nest, by jumping
into the sea, the adults leave the cliffs to go with them. Small groups of Linnets flitted around the cliff
tops and a male Stonechat posed nicely on a gorse bush. A pair of juvenile Ravens briefly entertained us
with playful rolling around each other in flight. The clifftop flowers were impressive with wild Thyme,
Harebells and Bloody Cranesbill being particularly colourful.

Juvenile Ravens

Male Linnet

Razorbill

Clifftop Harebells

Returning down the lane we found the Whitethroat and young Stonechats again but also some Peacock
Butterfly Caterpillars, one crossing the tarmac and a few more feeding on nettle. We spotted a diminutive
Common Carpet Moth, (not so named because they eat carpets!), on bramble. We then made the short
drive to Clints Quarry, a Cumbria Wildlife Trust reserve just north of Egremont. This is a magical and
secret place approached by a damp and dark gorge but opening out into a series of ridges, grasslands
and pons, all enclosed by the, now overgrown' quarry walls. It is a great site for Orchids, and although
we were late in the season we saw plenty of Northern Marsh and Common Spotted Orchids and Sandra
Wallace and Ann McWatt managed to find us two seperate specimens of Bee Orchid. We couldn't find
any Pyramidal Orchids this year. Birdwise it was remarkably quiet.
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Peacock Butterfly Caterpillar

Bee Orchid

July 19
Drumburgh Moss, Solway Coast
tThe Cumbria Wildlife Trust Reserve of Drumburgh Mossis a site of international importance near the
Solway Estuary, dominated by an expanse of lowland raised peat bog, one of Western Europe's most
threatened habitats. It is a haven for dragonflies and damselflies and we were delighted to be walking
amongst large numbers of flying Emerald Damselflies and Black Darter dragonflies whilst chunky
Emperor Dragonflies patrolled the ponds. There were plenty of butterflies as well with Painted Lady
butterflies especially as well as Peacocks, Small Skippers, Ringlets and Wall Browns.We identified some
of the plants that live in this highly specialised environment such as the diminutive insectivorous Roundleaved Sundews, (Drosera rotundifolia), with sticky leaves that trap insects, Bog Rosemary, (Andromeda
polifolia) with delightful tiny pink bell-shaped flowers, (but which is poisonous!), and the yellow spikes of
Bog Asphodel, (Narthecium ossifragum). Boardwalks took us safely out into the middle of this unique
and precious ecosystem which is important not only as a haven for wildlife but also as a really effective
soaker up of Carbon. If you value the planet do not used peat-based products in the garden.

Bog Rosemary

Mating Black Darters

We drove to eat our sandwiches near Bowness on Solway to coincide with the high tide and although the
birdlife was quiet more butterflies were feeding on the flowers, especially of Sea Aster, (Tripolium
pannonicum), a Michaelmas Daisy type plant specialising in coastal situations. A Small Copper butterfly
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was especially beautiful. Finally, we visited Finglandrig, a National Nature Reserve (NNR) managed by
Natural England. It is one of the largest areas of semi -natural woodland on the Solway Plain and
includes woodland, lowland peat bog, heathland and rough pasture: all of which provide habitat vital to a
wide array of plants and animals. We were especially pleased to spot Purple Hairstreak Butterflies,
usually to be found high up in the canopy of the Oak Trees, although the specimens we saw were rather
worse for wear. We also found large numbers of “larval webs” produced by the caterpillars of the delicate
and beautiful Marsh Fritillary butterfly; a real success story as they were becoming extinct in Cumbria,
possibly because of lack of genetic diversity, but careful introductions of stock from a variety of other
areas in the UK has produced a self-supporting population in a variety of sites across Cumbria which is
already spreading into neighbouring areas with new colonies developing. Some of the day-flying moths
were identified from photographs as being Shaded Broad-bar Moths

Shaded Broad-bar Moth

Small Copper Butterfly

Marsh Fritillary Butterfly Larval Web on Devil’s Bit Scabious
Butterfly
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Speckled Wood

KESWICK NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY Membership & Renewal Slip 2019/20
Annual subscriptions are £15 per person (students £5, juniors £3). Please either post this slip with
remittance to Jean Gilbert (Treasurer) Greta Bank Farm, Keswick CA12 4NS or just pay at the first
meeting. Alternatively see Newsletter for how to make a bank transfer. Membership Cards may be
collected at indoor meetings.
NAME(S)
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.....
.....................................................Post Code...................................................... Tel
No...........................................
Email Address (please supply even if we have this already as this will confirm your permission for us to
contact you for Data Protection purposes)
....................................................................................................
Amount Enclosed: Cash.................... Cheque .......................... (payable to Keswick Natural History
Society)
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